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Meet the Teams
Team Scotland - Street Soccer Scotland

Street Soccer Scotland is a charity and non-profit social enterprise that delivers a range of football-related services to socially disadvantaged adults and
young people across Scotland. Founded in March 2009 and inspired by personal experience of how sport, and in particular football, can be the catalyst for
positive social change, Street Soccer Scotland aim to provide a unique response to the social disadvantage prevalent in Scottish society.
They provide a wide range of free football sessions and football themed education through their own nationally accredited qualifications and other
activities in main cities across Scotland. They have begun increasing their reach through introducing a Network Manager to work with other organisations
in smaller cities and towns.
Ambassadors for the organisation include Sir Alex Ferguson and Liverpool and Scotland player Andy Robertson.

Team Ireland - Homeless Street Leagues

Irish Homeless Street Leagues use the power of sport to transform the lives of individuals from underprivileged, poorly educated, socially excluded, and
conflicted communities. The participants are men & Women between the ages of 16 and 40 years. IHSL operate more than 10 leagues countrywide, with two
in Dublin alone.
Among Team Ireland’s Patrons are President of Ireland Michael D Higgins, Colin Farrell, and Former Ireland International footballer Kevin Kilbane.
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Meet the Teams
Team England- Street Soccer London

SStreet Soccer London, founded in 2020, is a charity and non-profit social enterprise that aims to create positive pathways for young people and adults.
Working from two bases in Lambeth and Nine Elms, Street Soccer use free football sessions to engage with players from aged 8 and above. They create a safe
environment to interact, socialise and create opportunities for growth. With a wide variety of programmes from drop-in sessions to walk in football, as well as female
specific sessions across London, Street Soccer’s experienced staff deliver fun and engaging sessions, with the hope of influencing positive choices in the lives of their
players. This platform offers a structured and attainable pathway for all participants, tailored to their needs and ambitions, and centred on providing opportunities
through volunteering, training, education and employment.

Team Sweden - Gatans Lag

Gatans Lag is a football organisation that uses football as a tool to beat homelessness, addiction, and other types of social exclusion through football. They create
motivation and energy within the players for them to be able to change their own life situation.
Gatans Lag became members of the Swedish Football Association in September 2012. Today, they run football training sessions in five cities across Sweden
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Meet the Teams
Team Northern Ireland- Street Soccer NI

Street Soccer NI is a charity that uses football to bring positive change to people’s lives. They work with disadvantaged groups including the homeless,
long term unemployed, refugees, people with addictions, people with mental health issues, ex-prisoners and more.
Street Soccer NI has 10 sessions a week in Northern Ireland (7 projects for men, 2 for women and 1 for people with learning disabilities) with around 120
people a week coming regularly to the project. They support each regular player to develop a support plan and they help them to meet their needs and
achieve their goals including housing, education, volunteering and employment.

Team Ivory Coast- Dont Forget Them Association

Don’t Forget Them Association use sport and especially football to reintegrate homeless or formerly homeless adults, street children, and youth; people
displaced by war; prisoners; and other groups of people in difficult situations. Football is used to help them out of the streets, and also to improve lives of
prisoners who might otherwise lose their focus and motivation.
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Meet the Teams
Team Afghanistan- Street Soccer Scotland
Street Soccer Scotland is a charity and non-profit social enterprise that delivers a range of football-related services to socially disadvantaged adults and
young people across Scotland. Founded in March 2009 and inspired by personal experience of how sport, and in particular football, can be the catalyst for
positive social change, Street Soccer Scotland aim to provide a unique response to the social disadvantage prevalent in Scottish society.
They provide a wide range of free football sessions and football themed education through their own nationally accredited qualifications and other
activities in main cities across Scotland. They have begun increasing their reach through introducing a Network Manager to work with other organisations
in smaller cities and towns.
Ambassadors for the organisation include Sir Alex Ferguson and Liverpool and Scotland player Andy Robertson.

Team Wales-Street Football Wales

Street Football Wales is a social inclusion project run in Wales. They run street football leagues across Wales, select the Welsh Homeless World Cup Team,
and pride themselves on providing a supportive and non-judgemental environment to those who have been rejected by society and offer them a way to
improve their situation.
Street Football Wales are helped in achieving their mission by their Patron Michael Sheen OBE
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